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Φ-agreement constraint on subject extraction in Finnish
This presentation provides an outline of Finnish extraction islands focusing on

subject extraction. The main proposal is that Finnish subject extraction is constrainted
by the presence of subject-predicate agreement, thus exhibiting anti-agreement
effect (Ouhalla, 1993). The extraction conditions are examined with regard to the
following ϕ-agreement constraint for subject extraction:

(1) Φ-agreement constraint on subject extraction
Extraction of a subject is not possible out of a ϕ-agreement phrase.

An XP is a ϕ-agreement phrase if X0 can display overt ϕ-feature (person, number)
agreement with an overt pronoun. Constructions in which the presence of ϕ-agreement
correlates with the absence of subject extraction in Finnish include non-finite clauses
and adposition phrases. In these phrases (as well as DPs and APs) the presence of
agreement surfaces as a possessive suffix (Kanerva, 1987).
Finnish allows extraction of arguments and adjuncts out of non-finite complement

clauses and rejects extraction out of non-finite clauses that occupy an adjunct
position (Vilkuna, 1989, Toivonen, 1995, Hakulinen et al., 2004, §1397). The example
(2) shows that a non-finite complement clause (A-infinitive) allows extraction of the
subject. This non-finite verb form does not display ϕ-agreement in any context.

(2) Sinun-ko
you.GEN-ko

Pekka
Pekka.NOM

käski
ordered

[ _ lähteä] ?
leave.A

’Was it you that Pekka ordered to leave?’

However, as observed by Toivonen (1995) and Huhmarniemi (2009), certain non-finite
clauses that typically occupy an adjunct position allow limited extraction. One of these
clause types is MATTA-infinitive, which allows extraction of the object argument,
although native speakers report varying judgements. However, subject extraction
(3b-c) is found ungrammatical by all speakers. The example (b) shows that the
MATTA-infinitive displays ϕ-agreement in the presence of a pronominal subject.

(3) a. % Sinua-ko
you.PAR-ko

Pekka
Pekka.NOM

lähti
left

[ huomaamatta
notice.MATTA

_] ?

’Was it you that Pekka left without noticing?’
b. *Sinun-ko
you.GEN-ko

Pekka
Pekka.NOM

lähti
left

[ _ huomaamattasi] ?
notice.MATTA.Px/2SG

c. *Merjan-ko
Merja.GEN-ko

Pekka
Pekka.NOM

lähti
left

[ _ huomaamatta] ?’
notice.MATTA

For speakers that accept extraction of the object in (3a), the MATTA-infinitive
thus occupies the complement position. However, subject extraction ceases to be
grammatical, following the ϕ-agreement constraint (1) on subject extraction. The
constraint is related to the ’anti-agreement effect’ on extraction observed for several
languages (see Ouhalla, 1993, Phillips, 1998, Richards, 2001, and the references cited



therein). The anti-agreement effect refers to the phenomenon in which the extraction
of the subject correlates with impoverished or absent subject agreement morphology.
Finally, Finnish finite complement clauses provide a context in which agreement

can be dissociated from EPP-movement of the subject, as illustrated in examples
(4a-b) (Holmberg and Nikanne, 2002, p. 78). In an ungrammatical example of long-
distance movement (5a), the nominative subject both agrees with the finite T and has
undergone EPP-movement to the specifier of T. In (b), the subject agrees with the
finite T but resides within the vP.

(4) a. Graham
Graham.NOM

Greene
Greene.NOM

on
has

kirjoittanut
written

tämän
this.ACC

kirjan.
book.ACC

b. Tämän
this.ACC

kirjan
book.ACC

on
has

kirjoittanut
written

Graham
Graham.NOM

Greene.
Greene.NOM

(5) a. *Kuka
who.NOM

Pekka
Pekka

kertoi
told

että
that

_ kirjoitti
write.3SG

tämän
this.ACC

kirjan?
book.ACC

b. *?Kuka
who.NOM

Pekka
Pekka.NOM

kertoi
told

että
that

tämän
this.ACC

kirjan
book.ACC

kirjoitti
wrote.3SG

_?

The launching site of the subject seems to have only a minor role on extraction
conditions. However, EPP-movement coincides with ϕ-agreement in most of the other
phrase types that display overt subject-predicate agreement in Finnish.
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